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Abstract

Atmospheric water vapour is highly variable both in space and time. In an operational
sense, only radiosonde provide vertical information on water vapour. Radiosondes are
generally launched two to four times per day at synoptic times and sample primarily
synoptic scales. For nowcasting purposes these observations are very valuable but5

obviously lose their importance with elapsing time. Water vapour observations from a
surface network of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers can fill this information
gap. In this paper, a GPS network is used to observe integral water vapour quanti-
ties along the line of sight, so-called Slant Water Vapour (SWV). Using a variational
technique (3DVAR) a three-dimensional water vapour field is reconstructed and its per-10

formance is investigated by assimilating SWV observations deduced from a simulated
atmosphere (so-called nature run). The forecasts from a high resolution limited area
model (HIRLAM) embedded in the synthetic atmosphere of the nature run is compared
to the separate GPS-3DVAR estimates. This experiment showed that assimilation of
SWV resulted in a smaller bias and standard deviation than the HIRLAM forecast with15

the nature run. Besides simulated data, real SWV observations are used to assess
impact. Two experiments were conducted; one with a HIRLAM six hour forecast as a
background field (updated every six hours) and one with persistence as background
(updated every hour). The first experiment showed a reduction of the bias between ra-
diosonde observations compared to HIRLAM forecast. The second experiment, which20

has no information inherited from HIRLAM, showed to have smaller biases with in-
dependent radiosonde observations than the HIRLAM analysis. The used network,
however was too sparse to detect water vapour inversions correctly.

1 Introduction

Currently, radiosonde observations are one of the few information sources for upper25

tropospheric humidity (i.e. water vapour). These observations are sparse in time and
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space and expensive to deploy. The current measurements of atmospheric water
vapour by radiosonde networks do not posses either the temporal nor the spatial res-
olution to infer information about atmospheric scales smaller than synoptic scale. Im-
agery from geostationary satellites provides continuous monitoring of the atmospheric
water vapour, but the use of these observations in numerical weather prediction (NWP)5

is far from straightforward due to the problems with height assignment of the observed
structures and with clouds.

Global Positioning System (GPS) Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) observations contain in-
tegrated water vapour (IWV) path information which can be used in NWP models and
forecasting applications. The temporal resolution of GPS ZTD is in the order of 15–10

60 min, which is a significant advantage over radiosonde observations. High temporal
water vapour measurements are likely to have a large impact on forecasting rapidly
developing weather systems (de Haan et al., 2002, 2004). However, at best GPS ZTD
can only provide two–dimensional integrated water vapour fields, and lacks information
on the vertical distribution of water vapour.15

MacDonald et al. (2000) showed that three-dimensional analysis of slant integrated
water vapour can be used to construct a three-dimensional water vapour distribution.
Single path phase delays can be obtained from GPS double differences (Alber et al.,
2000). The root mean square errors of this method are 1.3 kg m−2 (in IWV content)
where the “normal” content is approximately 30 kg m−2 near zenith. At low slant path20

elevations angles (10 ◦ or less) a root mean square error of 9.1 kg m−2 is observed,
see Braun et al. (2001). The errors increase with decreasing elevation due to the
contributions of ground reflected multipath and antenna phase centre errors.

In this paper, GPS data of the AGRS (Active GPS Reference System) network com-
plemented with a number of International GPS Service (IGS) stations are processed25

at the Delft institute for Earth Oriented Space Research (DEOS) of Delft University of
Technology (TUD). Timeseries of the tropospheric delay estimates are calculated from
this network every 10 min with a standard deviation in the integrated water vapour of
2 kg m−2 (Baltink et al., 1998). These errors satisfy almost the WMO requirements for
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use of water vapour measurements, which are 5% of IWV (CBS-WMO, 1996).
Instead of obtaining zenith quantities, IWV can also be measured along a slant path

from a ground-based receiver to a GPS satellite. By using not only the zenith IWV of
a receiver but also the slant IWV’s the number of observations will increase by roughly
a factor ten. A slant IWV on its own has a two-dimensional character. However, by5

applying tomographic (Nilsson et al., 2007) or variational algorithms (Liu et al., 2007)
a three-dimensional water vapour field can be retrieved from slant observations from
a network of receivers. Furthermore, the horizontal resolution of the retrieved water
vapour field will also profit from this larger amount of observations.

In the approach presented here a three-dimensional water vapour field is recon-10

structed using a three-dimensional variational method with real data. The approach
presented here is different from Liu et al. (2007) in the sense that we do not use flow-
dependent background errors. The results from Liu et al. (2007) show that the retrieval
improves using flow-dependent background error especially for fine-scale structures.
The data used here are not able to detect such fine-scale structures and therefore15

flow-dependency of the error structure will have a minor effect on the results presented
here. Ha et al. (2003) showed that in a simulated environment, slant information from
GPS can improve the temperature and moisture structure in a convectively stable re-
gion. The current study will focus on the real GPS SWV data and compare it with
the results from simulation studies. Järvinen et al. (2007) showed that the HIRLAM20

NWP assimilation system is able to extract the asymmetric information from the slant
delay observations. The variational assimilation system used in this study uses not the
full atmosphere but has only water vapour as atmospheric parameter. This implies a
simplification of the assimilation technique.

This paper is organised as follows. First the method of observing IWV and SWV25

from GPS observations is explained. Next the variational analysis system is explained
and the background error covariances are presented. The section hereafter shows the
results of two types of experiments: an analysis with simulated observations and an
analysis with real SWV observations.
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2 Water vapour observations from GPS

A GPS receiver measures the delay of the GPS signal for every GPS satellite in view.
By processing all observed delays within a certain time window errors and unknowns,
such as satellite and receiver clock errors, position of the receiver, atmospheric delay
and ionospheric delay, can be estimated or eliminated. The ionospheric delay in partic-5

ular is eliminated by using a linear combination of observations on two different carrier
frequencies. The receiver and satellite clock errors are often eliminated by forming so
called double differences between satellites and receivers. The other parameters, in-
cluding atmospheric delay parameters in the form of zenith total delays, are estimated
from a network of GPS receivers using a least–squares inversion process.10

The atmospheric delay along the signal path is due to refraction and bending, using
Fermat’s principle,

δL =
∫
s
nds − G + δS ≈

∫
s
(n − 1)ds, (1)

where n is the refractive index, G(=
∫
s ds) is the geometric distance and δS the effect

of bending; the latter can be neglected for elevation higher than 10 ◦. The refractivity is15

defined as N=106(n−1) and can be approximated by

N = k1ρRd + (k2Rv − k1Rd + k3RvT
−1)ρw , (2)

where ρ is the density of air, ρw is the water vapour density, T is the temperature and
k1, k2 and k3 are constants (see Thayer, 1974). The Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD)
and Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD) are now defined as20

ZHD = 10−6
∫
z
k1ρRddz and ZWD = 10−6

∫
z
Rv (k2 − k1RdR

−1
v + k3T

−1)ρwdz (3)

The observed delay in the line of sight, or slant total delay, is

STD = mh(β) ZHD +mw (β) ZWD (4)
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with mh and mw the so called hydrostatic and wet mapping functions, which express
the relation between slant and vertical atmospheric delay.

An estimate of the Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) for each receiver, which is the sum of
ZHD and ZWD, is obtained along with other parameters in the GPS estimation process,
whereby the mapping functions are assumed to be known. The ZHD can be approxi-5

mated using the surface pressure (Saastamoinen, 1972) and is denoted as ZHDSaas.
The ZWD is associated with the vertically integrated column of water vapour overlying
the GPS receiver

IWV =
1
k

(ZTD − ZHDSaas) (5)

where k depends on the weighted mean temperature of the atmosphere Tm. The Tm10

can be approximated as a linear function of the surface temperature (Davis et al., 1985;
Bevis et al., 1994; Baltink et al., 2002)

Data from the network shown in Fig. 1 (denoted by the stars) are processed us-
ing Bernese GPS processing software (Rothacher and Mervart, 1996) with final orbits.
The GPS data used in this study have a temporal resolution of 30 s. In the processing15

the minimum elevation is set to 10 ◦. The ionospheric free linear combination of GPS
carrier phase observations are used as observations. The clock errors are eliminated
using double differences. The station positions are estimated once per day and ZWD
parameters are estimated every 20 min using a least–squares inversion of the double
differenced ionosphere free linear observations, using an elevation dependent weight-20

ing scheme for the observations and proper modelling of the correlations introduced by
the double–differencing process.

The Slant Total Delay is computed by (van der Marel and Gündlich, 2006)

STD = mh(β) ZHDa +mw (β) ZWDe −M(α,β) + δnon−iso, (6)

where mh and mw are Niell hydrostatic and wet mapping functions, and M(α,β) is the25

multipath correction at azimuth α and elevation β which is computed from the zero dif-
ference residuals δnon−iso over a period of several days (de Haan et al., 2002). ZHDa
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is an a priori estimate of the hydrostatic delay while ZWDe is estimated in the pro-
cessing. The zero-difference δnon−iso residual is the difference between the observed
ionosphere free linear combination and an ionosphere free “observation” computed
from the previously determined parameters. The zero-difference residuals are com-
puted from double difference residuals, computed by the Bernese GPS software, using5

the procedure as outlined by Alber et al. (2000) and van der Marel and Gündlich (2006).
The difference between Slant Total Delay (STD) and Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) is thus
(i) STD is mapped to the slant direction, (ii) zero difference residuals are included in
the STD and (iii) STD is corrected for multipath effects. Another way of writing Eq. (6)
is10

STD = Φiono−free − f (xs, xr , δtr , δt
s, As

r , . . .) −M(α,β), (7)

with Φiono−free the ionosphere free linear combination of GPS carrier phase observa-
tions and f (xs, xr , δtr , δt

s, As
r , . . .) the range computed from all estimated parameters

except the tropospheric delays. In other words, STD is the GPS observation with all
non tropospheric delay effects (including site multipath) removed, leaving only tropo-15

spheric delay.
However, the degree of freedom in the STD is smaller than the original observations

as the same observations have been used to estimate the other parameters such as
receiver position, satellite and receiver clock errors. In this case the satellite and re-
ceiver clock parameters are the most numerous and important, as for every epoch one20

clock parameter for each receiver and satellite in the network is computed (minus one
for a rank defect). For a network with R receivers and S satellites, only (R−1) ∗ (S−1)
out of R ∗ S STD observations per epoch are truly independent. The same is also
apparent from the residuals δnon−iso as certain linear combinations of the residuals are
zero. This are exactly the same conditions as that have been used to convert double–25

difference residuals into zero–difference residuals. For instance, Elosegui and Davis
(2003) showed that offsets at low elevations at one site appear in the solutions at other
sites of the network due to the applied differencing technique. The offset is spread over
the network, although the magnitude of the spread will be relative to the value of the
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mapping functions and number of stations that have been used in the network. This
effect is most severe in STD parameters that are estimated for each epoch (once ev-
ery 30 s), but will be reduced when the STD is averaged over time intervals of several
minutes. In this paper five minute averages are used.

Another effect is that the STD is not truly independent of the chosen mapping func-5

tions. The mapping functions play a role in the estimation of the clock errors and
other parameters, thereby, if during the GPS processing a different mapping function is
adopted this will affect the other parameters and thereby propagate into the estimate
of STD.

SWV observations are determined in a similar manner as IWV observations, with10

this difference that a correction for the elevation β is applied:

SWV =
1
k

(STD −mh(β) · ZHSSaas) (8)

Correlated errors maybe introduced in the conversion from GPS STD to SWV. This
conversion uses synoptic observations of temperature, relative humidity and pressure.
Because we use synoptic observations, we assume that these observations do not15

have systematic errors and are not correlated.

3 Variational analysis method

In this section the SWV analysis method is presented. To stay as close as possible to
the observation, water vapour density is chosen as the state parameter and the vertical
parameter is in metres. The state vector will thus be water vapour density xijn [kg m−3],20

where i j are horizontal coordinates and n the vertical coordinate. The integrated water
vapour defined in terms of this state vector is

IWVi j =
N∑

n=1

xijn∆hn, (9)
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where ∆hn is the layer thickness in metres. A schematic representation of the model
space is shown in Fig. 2

The method to derive an estimate of the true state of the atmosphere is based on
three dimensional variational technique as described in Daley (1991). The observa-
tions y are combined with a background xb, such that the analysed field xa minimises5

the following cost function

J(x) = (x − xb)TB−1(x − xb) + (y − H(x))TR−1(y − H(x)), (10)

where the number of observations is K , and the dimension of the state vector is L and

B = background error covariance matrix (L × L)
R = observation error covariance matrix (K × K )
H = observation operator H : <L −→ <K .

The observation operator expresses the relation between the state space and the ob-10

servations. Equation (9) is an example of an observation operator of an IWV observa-
tion. The observation operator for a SWV observation is defined as

SWV =
N∑

n=1

x(pn)

sin (β(pn))
∆hn, (11)

where pn is the position of the ray at the middle of level n, x(pn) is the bilinear ap-
proximation of the state of the atmosphere at level n and location pn and β(pn) is the15

elevation at location pn and level n.
The observation operator H is linear and thus the minimum of the cost function J

can be found by solving ∇J(x)=0 analytically. The vector x must be non-negative
(negative water vapour amounts are impossible), however it is possible that an element
of the solution becomes negative. To cure this problem a simple algorithm is applied to20

guarantee non-negative solutions. Suppose xijk is negative, then the profile xijn, n=1..N
is adjusted in the following manner. The negative value of xi jk is added to xi j (k+1) and
xi j (k−1), subject to xijn≥0 and the profile sum remains unchanged. Another method
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would be to introduce a penalty function Jp(x) such that Jp is small for non-negative
vectors and Jp is large otherwise. This method is not used here because any penalty
function will destroy the linearity.

3.1 Background error covariances

One of the methods widely used to estimate the background error covariances is the5

method developed by Hollingsworth and Lonnberg (1986). This method uses differ-
ences between observations and forecasts fields from NWP. By studying differences
between the background state vector x and observations with the same physical quan-
tity (water vapour density) background error covariances can be examined. By com-
paring the difference between observations (SWV) and the model (Hx) observations10

error covariances can be examined.
A data set of 18 months of radiosonde observations from launches in the vicinity

of the Netherlands and (at least) 24 h ECMWF forecasts from the operational 4DVAR
model are selected. Radiosonde observations from De Bilt contain 10 s profile data;
for the other radiosonde observations profile information on significant levels is used.15

The radiosondes selected here, other than De Bilt, had more than 25 vertical levels;
the locations of the radiosonde launch sites are shown in Fig. 1 (inverse triangles).

We assume that the background error covariance matrix C can be separated into a
product of a function CVH of height h and distance r , and a factor f incorporating the
behaviour of the covariance between different levels20

C(r, h1, h2) = CVH(r,
1
2

(h1 + h2)) · f (h1, h2), (12)

where hi are heights; f is decreasing with increasing difference in h1 and h2 and f is
equal to 1 for h1=h2.

Radiosonde De Bilt observations measure temperature and humidity every 10 s. This
implies that roughly every 50 m a measurement is performed. From these measure-25

ments the water vapour amount for layers with a thickness of 1 km is calculated.
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For 1 km levels up to 10 km, the background error covariance with ECMWF 24 h fore-
cast is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum covariance lies around 3 to 4 km, decaying very
quickly to small numbers for levels higher than 6 km. On the diagonal the covariance
is a mixture of observation error σ2

o(h) and background error σ2
b(h). When we assume

that the observations are independent, the off-diagonal elements are pure background5

error covariances. This may of coarse not be the case, and is most likely not true
here for individual observations in a profile because this profile is measured with the
same equipment. However, because the layer is integrated over a height of 1 km, we
assume that the observation error covariances are small compared to the background
error covariances.10

For the determination of the horizontal background error covariance, a similar proce-
dure is followed as described above. Pairs of two radiosonde observation departures
from the background at the same level over an 18 month period are used to determine
the covariance. This covariance is plotted versus the distance between the two ra-
diosonde launch sites. The sites used are denoted by inverse triangles in Fig. 1. In15

Fig. 4 the covariance-distance plot is shown for a few levels.
Each panel shows the background covariance for two levels, denoted by open cir-

cles (the lowest of the two levels) and triangles. Also shown in these panels are the
variances as obtained from computation of the vertical background error covariances
in De Bilt (denoted by the solid circles and triangles). These values are the diagonal20

elements in Fig. 3.
It turned out that an exponential decay in both vertical/horizontal covariances, as well

as the function which connects different levels, resulted in a good fit. Using exponential
decay of covariances is not uncommon in numerical weather prediction.

The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 4 are the fit of the data points versus the distance.25

Note that data with zero distance are omitted from the fitting procedure because, as
said before, the variance consists of a background error part and an observation part.
The function we used to fit is a function of height h and distance r is defined by

CVH(r, h) = exp
(
a1 + a2h + a3h

2 − (b1 + b2 exp(b3h
2))−1r

)
,
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f (h1, h2) = exp
(

(c1 + c2(h1 + h2) + c3(h1 + h2)2)|h1 − h2|
)

(13)

The coefficients used are given in Table 1.

3.2 Slant observation error covariances

For all SWV observations from the period between 1st May and 25th May 2003 the dif-
ference between GPS-SWV and NWP-SWV is determined. A time window of one hour5

around the NWP valid time is chosen (i.e. plus and minus 30 min). The distributions
of the difference are mapped to the zenith by the Niell wet mapping function; these
are shown in Fig. 5 for four selected sites. Extreme outliers are immediately detected.
For example APEL has a number of negative mapped differences around −20 and
−30 kg m−2. These outliers occur also at other sites (TERS has some outliers which10

are around 10 kg m−2). BORK (not shown here) and EUSK still have a skew distribu-
tion due to the antenna problems (van der Marel and Gündlich, 2006). For these two
sites, the difference between NWP forecast and GPS SWV is more complicated than
a bias multiplied by the Niell wet mapping function. Apart from these two stations, the
bias between NWP SWV and GPS SWV can be denoted as a site-dependent constant15

multiplied by the Niell wet mapping function. The mapped difference can be expressed
by a normal distribution with a site-dependent bias and a standard deviation of around
2.5 kg m−2 based on a sample rate of 30 s which is larger than the IWV standard devi-
ation (approximately 2 kg m−2); the latter is based on a 10 min sample rate.

3.3 Systematic observation error correlations20

The bias in SWV observed above can be regarded as a systematic error. For an
elaborate study of systematic STD error correlations long time series are needed. At
present, we do not have a long time series of slant total delay (or slant water vapour)
estimates from GPS. We therefore focus on GPS ZTD estimates and use the relation
between ZTD and SWV. The GPS ZTD data is obtained within the European COST71625
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action (Elgered et al., 2004) and is processed by Geo Forschungs Zentrum, Potsdam,
Germany (GFZ), for which a time series of over 18 months is available. The background
error covariances are again determined using ECMWF forecast fields.

In Fig. 6a GPS ZTD background error covariances are shown with respect to GPS
site separation and its fit. The background error decreases to zero for large distances.5

This implies that the GPS ZTD observation error correlations, independent of the loca-
tion, are small compared to the covariance of background errors which depend on the
distance.

In Fig. 6b RS ZTD the background error covariances are shown with respect to ra-
diosonde site separation. The solid line is the background error covariance fit from10

GPS. The difference between the background error covariance fit from GPS and ra-
diosonde background error covariances is similar to that of the differences between
the fit and the actual data as shown in Fig. 6a and b. Because no offset at large dis-
tances is observed systematic ZTD error covariances are small. There can of course
be errors from day to day or even within a solution for the whole network at a certain15

time, but these errors are not systematic.
Based on the distributions as shown previously and the absence of a clear system-

atic error we assume that the observation correlation matrix R is diagonal, with only
elevation dependent (co)variances. In the following GPS-3DVAR experiments we took
a standard deviation of 2.5 kg m−2 at zenith elevation; for an SWV observation this20

standard deviation was set to 2.5/sin(β) kg m−2 for an elevation β.

4 Variational analysis experiments

Two types of experiments are conducted for which the quality of the analysed water
vapour are assessed. Comparisons are made between the analysed water vapour
fields and NWP analyses and forecasts using the HIRLAM system (Undén et al., 2002).25

The NWP analysis is obtained through assimilation of conventional observations by the
HIRLAM analysis system (version 6.2). The experiments are:
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– assimilation of simulated observations by a three-dimensional variational tech-
nique. The observations are extracted from a pure synthetic atmosphere obtained
from a nature run at ECMWF. The background field for the GPS 3DVAR scheme
is an NWP forecast based on this nature run. These experiments are denoted as
SIM-GPS,5

– assimilation of real SWV observations with two different background fields:
– OBS-GPS-F: background operational NWP 6 h forecast
– OBS-GPS-P: background is the previous 3DVAR analysis (persistence).

To assess the additional slant information both experiments are performed with only
zenith observations and with both zenith and slant observations.10

4.1 Assimilation of simulated observations

Assimilation of simulated observations can be used to assess the impact of a new ob-
servation system. Everything is simulated and thus there are almost no limitation to
the observations, other than a relation between the observed parameter and the model
parameters should exist. Generally, an assimilation of simulated observation requires15

a data assimilation system, a nature run (or “truth”), and a database with simulated
observations (conventional meteorological and new observations). An extensive de-
scription of the nature run and the observation database can be found in Stoffelen
et al. (1994) and Becker and Roquet (1995).

The nature run used in this study is based on a forecast of one month of the oper-20

ational global ECMWF model, performed in 1993 (Stoffelen et al., 1994; Becker and
Roquet, 1995). This run is called the nature run or “truth”. The vertical resolution of the
nature run is 31 levels with a horizontal resolution of 110 km. From this nature run all
kinds of observations are extracted at observation locations. Realistic errors are added
to these observations. Given a background field, these observations can be used in25

an assimilation scheme to derive the state of the atmosphere based on the (simulated)
observations. Knowing the true state (i.e. the nature run) an assessment of the quality
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of the assimilation scheme can be made. Usually a background is a 6 or 12 h forecast
field valid at assimilation time.

To stay as close as possible to a configuration of an operational system a special
procedure is followed, avoiding the use of boundary values from the nature run in the
forecast. This is essential because the forecast will be used as a background in the5

variational analysis of GPS observations. Therefore two NWP runs, one nested in the
other, are deployed. The largest uses the boundaries as determined by the nature
run analysis. The smallest uses the 6 h forecast fields from the largest NWP run as
boundaries, see Fig. 7. Because the smallest of the two lies entirely inside the largest,
the boundary values used for the smallest NWP can be regarded as un-coupled with10

the boundaries originating from the nature run.
GPS observations of SWV (and IWV) are not assimilated into the NWP system,

instead the previously described 3DVAR system is fed with observations derived from
the nature run, based on realistic GPS satellite configurations with additional errors as
described in Sect. 3.2. The background field used for this experiment is the 6 h (nested)15

NWP forecast valid at the time of assimilation, with background error co-variance from
Sect. 3.1.

In Fig. 1 the grid used for the GPS-3DVAR experiment is shown (left panel, the
shaded (3×4) grid). The top of the SIM-GPS model is at 16 km, much lower than the
top of the atmosphere in an NWP model (which is at approximately 25 km). However,20

the amount of water vapour above 16 km is almost zero and thus the atmosphere above
16 km can be neglected. The choice of a coarse grid (shifted pole projection with a
grid box distance of 1 ◦, corresponding to approximately 110 km resolution) was made
to stay within the resolution of the nature run. Note that the ray paths are almost
“solitary”, implying that the distribution of the slant water vapour information will mainly25

be determined by the background error covariance.
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4.1.1 Results

The results of one month of data from the SIM-GPS experiment are shown in Fig. 8
for three selected levels. Each panel in this figure shows, for different level heights, a
scatter plot of the error in the background field (horizontal axis) versus the innovation
(i.e. the difference between the SIM-GPS SWV solution and the background). Ideally,5

the scatter plot would be the dashed straight line. From Fig. 8 we see that for the first
level, from ground to 1 km height, the SIM-GPS innovations are more or less compa-
rable to the background error although the correlation is not high. For levels higher in
the atmosphere, the background error and innovation has a better correlation. This is
encouraging, because the information from the simulated observations appears to be10

used correctly.
In Fig. 9 a comparison is shown between the nature run and solutions from SIM-GPS

(SWV and IWV) and NWP (analysis and forecasts). In the left panel the bias between
the nature run and SIM-GPS (solid lines) and NWP (dashed lines) for one month is
shown over the whole three-dimensional area for which the SIM-GPS experiment was15

set up. The right panel shows the standard deviation between the nature run and the
GPS and NWP solution. From this figure we see that NWP analysis and NWP forecast
have nearly the same standard deviation and bias with respect to the nature run. The
bias of SIM-GPS (both SWV and IWV) is slightly more positive than is observed for
NWP analysis and forecast. The standard deviation of SIM-GPS is smaller compared20

to NWP analysis and forecast. Note that the forecast is used as background in SIM-
GPS. It is reassuring that the standard deviation from SIM-GPS is smaller than for
the background (i.e. NWP forecast). The information from the observations is used
correctly. The standard deviation of SIM-GPS (SWV) is smaller than SIM-GPS (IWV),
which shows the potential of the SWV observations.25
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4.2 Realistic experiments

For the period from 1 May 12:00 UTC to 25 May 23:00 UTC two different OBS-GPS
assimilation schemes are conducted on GPS water vapour observations. During this
period an intensive observation campaign, called BBC2, was held in the Netherlands.
The campaign was mainly focusing on clouds, although also a large number of ra-5

diosonde observations were performed at Cabauw. These radiosonde observations
were not used in the operational weather models, and can therefore be regarded as
independent validation observations for both NWP model and GPS analysis system.

The background fields used in the first experiment are obtained from NWP fore-
casts, which allows us to compare the result with the SIM-OBS experiment previously10

discussed. This experiment is abbreviated as OBS-GPS-F. The second type of exper-
iment differs from the first in the sense that the background field is now the solution of
the 3DVAR system of the previous hour and the updating frequency once every hour
(called OBS-GPS-P).

4.2.1 Experiments setup15

For the whole period the previously described GPS analysis system was fed by actual
GPS observations. Each experiment is run twice: one run with only zenith water vapour
information and one with slant water vapour information to assess the impact of slant
information over zenith information.

The chosen horizontal grid is identical for both experiments. The horizontal grid20

distance is 0.3 ◦, which results in grid boxes of approximately 30 km. The vertical dis-
cretisation is in 8 levels: the first 6 levels have a 1 km thickness, the last two levels have
a thickness of 3 and 6 km respectively. GPS IWV observations from processing cen-
tres GFZ and GOP (Geodetic Observatory Pecny, Pecny, Czech Republic) collected
within the COST716 NRT demonstration campaign are added. Furthermore, we have25

removed two sites (BORK and EUSK) due to antenna problems. The sites used for
this experiment are shown in Fig. 1: stars are sites for which SWV observations are
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used and at the sites denoted by a solid circle IWV estimates are assimilated. Only
IWV observations from GFZ and GOP are used, although IWV observations from TUD
are available at all sites with SWV observations. An STD estimate was available every
30 s. To diminish the noise of the STD observations a smoothing of the observations
is applied: six STD observations from the same receiver to one satellite are averaged;5

the standard deviation of these six STD observations mapped to the zenith should not
exceed 12 mm.

A bias correction is performed on the GPS observations. The SWV is mapped to the
zenith and the bias with the state vector x obtained from NWP analysis is calculated
for the first two weeks of the period under consideration. The bias correction algo-10

rithm is applied because we know from previous work (Elgered et al., 2004; Ridal and
Gustafsson, 2006; Poli et al., 2007) that biases exist between models and observations
due to for instance differences between actual and modelled orography. SWV obser-
vations are bias corrected using the observed bias mapped to the slant by the Niell wet
mapping function.15

4.2.2 Experiment results with NWP background

For this experiment, called GPS-OBS-F, the background field from operational NWP
6 h forecast is used. Consequently, the updating frequency is also 6 h. This experiment
is performed to obtain insight in the difference between assimilating slant observations
and zenith observations and to compare to the previous purely synthetic experiment.20

We therefore restrict the locations to those where both IWV (from GFZ and GOP) and
SWV were available (the stars in Fig. 1, right panel).

The assimilation in NWP uses radiosonde information and other surface synoptic ob-
servations. The radiosonde information is only present at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC while
at other times no upper level humidity information is available. Therefore the NWP anal-25

ysis at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC can be regarded as generally better with respect to the
upper atmosphere, than those at the other times (06:00 and 18:00 UTC). The 6 h fore-
cast valid at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC contains information from radiosonde observations
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although this information is advected and spread.
In Fig. 10 the statistics are shown for the difference at two time pairs between NWP

analysis and OBS-GPS-F SWV (solid lines with circles), IWV (solid lines) and NWP
6-h forecast (dashed line). In the left panel the statistics of the comparison is shown at
00:00 and 12:00 UTC; the right panel shows the differences at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC.5

The bias between SWV and IWV is small and the standard deviation is comparable
to the standard deviation of the background. The bias of the background is larger
than both OBS-GPS-F solutions. The NWP analysis at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC contain
information of radiosonde observations; the bias between NWP 6 h forecast and NWP
analysis is the result of the analyses of new radiosonde information.10

A different figure is obtained when the statistics are determined for 06:00 UTC and
18:00 UTC, see Fig. 10 (right panel). Most striking in this figure is the difference be-
tween the standard deviation of the background and OBS-GPS-F (both SWV and IWV).
The analyses at these times have no upper level humidity observations and are thus of
lower quality. Note also that the standard deviation between NWP analysis and OBS-15

GPS-F are equal at the surface level. The biases at the surface are more negative
than shown in Fig. 10 (right panel). At the majority of the higher levels the bias be-
tween NWP forecast and analysis at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC is smaller than at the other
times. This is most likely caused by the lack of upper humidity observations at 06:00
and 18:00 UTC, and thus the analysis will stay close to the background field. Apart20

from the lowest level, the bias is relatively small. One should keep in mind that the
quality of the background field is of major importance in any analysis scheme: a bad
background will result in a bad analysis, especially when the observations are sparse
and the observed quantity is very variable. For both times, the bias of OBS-GPS-F is
small, apart from the surface level at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC. There is some difference in25

the solution of assimilation of SWV and IWV, however this difference is not very clear.
The statistics of comparisons between radiosonde observations (De Bilt and

Cabauw) and NWP and OBS-GPS-F are shown in Fig. 11.
NWP and OBS-GPS fields are interpolated to the location of the radiosondes. The
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bias for radiosonde De Bilt decrease from zero to approximately −0.6 for all model
types. The OBS-GPS has a bias which lies closer to zero than NWP. The standard
deviation increases, as would have been expected, from top of the atmosphere to the
surface. The standard deviation at the lowest two levels of NWP analysis is smaller
than at the others, which is not surprising because radiosonde observations are used5

in the assimilation of NWP. The standard deviation of OBS-GPS is comparable to NWP
background. Again no large difference between OBS-GPS IWV and OBS-GPS SWV
is observed. The comparison between water vapour profiles from NWP, OBS-GPS
and radiosonde observation from Cabauw are shown in Fig. 11, right panel. The bias
of OBS-GPS lies close to the bias of the analysis for the lowest levels. The standard10

deviation of OBS-GPS is smaller at the lowest levels than for both analysis and forecast.
Moreover, apart from the second level the standard deviation of OBS-GPS SWV is
smaller than that that of OBS-GPS IWV.

Resuming, the bias against NWP analysis is small (apart from the first level at 06:00
and 18:00 UTC) which implies that GPS data are used in a sensible way. The bias15

with radiosonde however still remains and the signature at both radiosonde locations
is nearly the same; the same signature is observed in the SIM-GPS experiment. The
reason for this may lie in the quality of radiosonde observation or in the chosen vertical
resolution. The fact that the OBS-GPS standard deviation in De Bilt is close to the
background, while at Cabauw the standard deviation is smaller than the background,20

can be explained because a GPS antenna is installed in Cabauw: assimilation of SWV
observations have a local effect.

4.2.3 Experiment results with a persistent background

The difference between the experiment described here and the previously described
experiment is the origin of the background field. Except for the first assimilation step,25

the solution of the GPS analysis system of the previous hour is used as the background
field in the 3DVAR system. The first background field is a 6 h forecast of the operational
NWP model (valid at 1 May 12:00 UTC).
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For the site Cabauw the resulting estimates at different levels are shown in Fig. 12
for the whole period under consideration. The solid line is the solution of OBS-GPS-P
, the dashed line is the NWP analysis solution at the location Cabauw and the stars
are the radiosonde observations from Cabauw. Figure 12 shows that the timeseries for
the lowest four levels of NWP, GPS and RS are close to each other. There are periods5

were GPS lies closer to the the largest RS observations while NWP follows the lowest
observations (e.g. 10–11 May, levels 4.5 km and 5.5 km and 17–23 May, same levels).
The sharp gradients observed in the radiosonde observations (e.g. 4th May, 16th May,
and 20th May) are also visible in both GPS and NWP. On May 8th, two radiosonde
observations have a very dry layer at 1.5 km height, while both GPS and NWP are10

much wetter.
In Fig. 13 the bias and standard deviation of water vapour observations from ra-

diosondes De Bilt and Cabauw (synoptic times) with NWP analysis, NWP forecast and
OBS-GPS-P (IWV and SWV) are shown. Note that radiosonde observations from De
Bilt are used in the NWP analysis and thus the bias and standard deviation between15

radiosonde and NWP analysis are better than when compared to NWP background.
The bias and standard deviation of OBS-GPS-P SWV for De Bilt are similar to the

statistics for OBS-GPS-F SWV shown in Fig. 11. The standard deviation of GPS-OBS-
P IWV is much larger for the lowest 3 levels when an hourly persistence background
is used than when a NWP forecast background is used (compare the solid curves in20

Fig. 11 and 13). The reason for this is because no extra vertical information is intro-
duced when only IWV observations are assimilated. SWV observations introduce extra
vertical information which spread in the horizontal by the background correlation matrix
and thus the whole model area will benefit from this additional information. Looking at
the standard deviation at Cabauw in Fig. 13 between RS and OBS-GPS-P IWV and25

OBS-GPS-P SWV, one observes that both standard deviations are close, although the
standard deviation at the second level is smaller for OBS-GPS-P SWV. Again, the stan-
dard deviation is larger, for both SWV and IWV with an hourly background than with
a NWP forecast as background. The bias, however, is better when a hourly back-
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ground is used. Note that the standard deviation for GPS SWV with both radiosonde
locations is comparable, indicating that the resulting three-dimensional water vapour
fields have roughly the same quality over the model grid area. Furthermore, the varia-
tional run with a persistence background is completely independent from the numerical
model (apart from the first time step). A standard deviation comparable to the NWP5

background (i.e. forecast) and a better bias shows that the 3DVAR system has a good
performance.

The radiosonde Cabauw is launched at different times than the normal synoptic times
and comparison with the hourly OBS-GPS-P SWV/IWV results in a double number of
collocations, see Fig. 14. The statistics do not change very much when compared to10

the synoptic collocations shown in Fig. 13.
We may conclude from these figures that the SWV observations have a positive

effect, although due to the horizontal distribution of the GPS receivers the effect of
the extra slant observation is small. The 3DVAR system performs well due to the
background error covariance matrix. However, with the current distribution of GPS15

sites, “inversions” in ρw are not determined as can be seen in Fig. 15a. For this case
NWP has a local maximum in ρw at the wrong height, compared to the radiosonde.
An example of a profile where OBS-GPS-P SWV lies closer to the radiosonde solution
than NWP is shown in Fig. 15b.

5 Conclusions20

Despite the difficulties in interpreting slant delays the benefits of using slant total de-
lays (STD) compared to zenith total delays (ZTD) are impressive. First of all, using slant
delays one has information on gradients and non–isotropic delays in the atmosphere.
Secondly when slant delays are used the part of the atmosphere that is sampled is ex-
actly known. For example, in the Netherlands the sky is not sampled homogeneously25

and there is always an area in the northern sky without satellites. Moreover the satel-
lite constellation is changing continuously, which will affect the ZTD estimation. Slant
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delays are much more accurate in this respect, as we know precisely the elevation and
azimuth of the underlying observations. Thirdly, there are simply more STD observa-
tions than ZTD observations.

A three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) assimilation system has been developed.
Background error covariance matrix were constructed using 18 months of high resolu-5

tion radiosonde observations. An estimate of the observations error is made, however
due to the length of the current dataset an extensive investigation of the observation
error covariance matrix of slant water vapour could not be performed.

Two types of experiments were presented: an assimilation of simulated SWV obser-
vation from a nature run and two experiments with real GPS SWV data.10

The use of slant observations in the simulated observation assimilation experiment
results in a smaller standard deviation than when only zenith observations are used;
the biases are similar. Slant observations have a positive effect on the standard de-
viation, even though the distribution of the GPS locations is (relatively) sparse with
respect to the intersection between the ray-path and 3DVAR-grid. The limitation of the15

nature run resolution, approximately 110 km, lays a constraint on the maximal hori-
zontal resolution that can be resolved. The simulating observation experiment shows
that the GPS-3DVAR system is capable of reconstructing the three-dimensional water
vapour structures. In the lowest levels, the GPS-3DVAR system does not calculate
the expected innovations perfectly. Compared to the HIRLAM-3DVAR analysis solu-20

tion, GPS-3DVAR has a similar bias and better standard deviation. Note that for this
experiment 6 h forecasts from HIRLAM-3DVAR are used as background information.
Moreover, the period for which the nature run is valid is a winter period in the Northern
Hemisphere, which may explain the overall small standard deviation.

The experiments with real data and a HIRLAM 6 h forecast as a background showed25

a similar result, although a little less positive, however because in this case real data
is used the results are encouraging. Standard deviations between GPS-3DVAR solu-
tions and Cabauw radiosonde observations are smaller than the standard deviations
observed between HIRLAM analysis and radiosonde observation. When radiosonde
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observations from De Bilt are compared to GPS-3DVAR we see that the bias improves
but the standard deviations lie close to the standard deviation of the background field.
In Cabauw a GPS receiver is installed; slant information from this GPS receiver has a
positive impact on the GPS-3DVAR derived three-dimensional water vapour. In De Bilt,
no slant information was available resulting in a slightly less quality GPS-3DVAR water5

vapour field around this location. A small improvement of the standard deviation at a
height of 2 to 4 km was observed when slant water vapour observations were used in
stead of zenith water vapour observations. The fact that the bias between radiosonde
and any other system is negative at the surface does not necessarily point towards
problems with the models (both NWP and GPS) but may be due to an observation bias10

in the radiosonde: further research is needed to understand this bias.
The last experiment presented was “stand alone” in the sense that only for the first

analysis a HIRLAM background was used. All successive analysis used the previous
solution of the GPS-3DVAR system as the background (persistence). The time step
between successive analysis is set to one hour. When only zenith observations are15

used a large standard deviation in the lowest 3 km with radiosonde De Bilt was de-
tected. This standard deviation becomes smaller, and more in line with values found
in previous experiments, when slant water vapour observations are used. At Cabauw
a small decrease in standard deviation, at a height of 1 to 2 km is observed when the
results of the assimilation of slant observations and zenith observations are compared.20

Two examples of a comparison between water vapour profiles from Cabauw and
NWP show that the NWP model is not always capable to “reconstruct” the correct pro-
file. One example shows that the NWP profile has an inversion, however it is located at
a wrong height. The other example shows that the amount of water vapour in the top of
the atmosphere is not correct. In the first example, GPS-3DVAR profile does not show25

an inversion at all; in the second example the profile of GPS-3DVAR is closer to the
observed profile. The GPS-3DVAR system with the current distribution of (operational)
GPS receivers is not capable of reconstructing strong water vapour inversions, without
prior (background) or additional observations (radiosonde, water vapour radiometer,
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surface relative humidity). Nevertheless, the GPS-3DVAR system presented here is
capable to estimate three-dimensional humidity with an accuracy comparable to a 6 h
NWP forecast. The GPS-3DVAR system will benefit from a denser network of GPS
receivers.
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Table 1. Coefficients of the background error covariance fit as defined in Eq. (13).

ai bi ci

i = 1 −1.726400 −3.19943·102 −8.212579·10−1

i = 2 9.678325·10−1 −2.57259·10−1 2.959536·10−2

i = 3 −1.626992 10−1 4.03587·102 9.014327·10−4
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Fig. 1. The GPS network, with on the left the IGS and EPN stations involved in the network
and on the right a detail of the Netherlands.
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Fig. 2. Schematics representation of the three-dimensional model space.
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Fig. 3. Vertical water vapour density background error covariance for departures from the
ECMWF 12 h forecast based on radiosonde observation from De Bilt for an 18 month period.
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Fig. 4. Horizontal water vapour density background error covariance for departures from the
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as determined using 10 s data from radiosonde De Bilt (conform Fig. 3). The solid and dashed
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Fig. 5. Distributions of the mapped difference between SWV NWP 6 h forecast and GPS SWV.
The Niell wet mapping function is used.
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the data flow for the simulated observation experiment.
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the data flow for the simulated observation experiment.
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot of the water vapour difference between the truth (nature run, xt) and the
background xb against the innovation (SIM-GPS SWV solution x minus background) for three
selected levels.
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Fig. 10. Statistics of the water vapour difference between NWP analysis and OBS-GPS-F SWV
(solid lines with circles), IWV (solid lines) and NWP 6-h forecast (dashed line) for two different
time pairs: left panel shows the difference at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC, right panel 06:00 and
18:00 UTC.
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Fig. 11. Bias and standard deviation between radiosonde water vapour observations and NWP
analysis/forecast and GPS-OBS-F (IWV/SWV with NWP background): left panels radiosonde
De Bilt, right panels radiosonde Cabauw. The dashed line represents the bias and standard
deviation from NWP analysis; dashed line with boxes is the bias and standard deviation from
NWP forecast; solid line with circles show the statistics from GPS-OBS-F SWV; the solid line
the statistics of OBS-GPS-F IWV.
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Fig. 12. Water vapour time series at location Cabauw of OBS-GPS-P (SWV) (solid line), oper-
ational NWP analysis (dashed line) and Radiosonde Cabauw (stars) at four selected heights.
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Fig. 13. Bias and standard deviation between radiosonde water vapour observations and NWP
analysis and 3DVAR-GPS (IWV/SWV with background from previous hour): left panels ra-
diosonde De Bilt, right panels radiosonde Cabauw. The dashed line represents the bias and
standard deviation from NWP analysis; solid line with circles show the statistics from 3DVAR-
GPS SWV and the solid line the statistics of OBS-GPS-P IWV.
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Fig. 14. Bias and standard deviation between all radiosonde water vapour observations
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Fig. 15. Water vapour profile of NWP(analysis and forecast), OBS-GPS-P (SWV) and ra-
diosonde observations at Cabauw at (a) 3 May 2003 18:00 UTC and (b) 22 May 2003
06:00 UTC.
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